
Divide players into appropriate number of lines (2-3 players per line),
can use any allotments of ice. Begin with 3+ players in the middle who
being the drill by skating and passing to any line. Person who receives
the pass accelerates into zone and contines drill by making pass to any
other line. If using as warmup drill split into zones and have goalies
warm up in the middle
Variations:

Have the same group of 3-6 players remain in the middle with

give and go for 30 seconds, then switch out

Alternate types of passes (backhand, give-and-go, one-touch,

etc.)

Place barriers or have coaches in zone acting as obstacles.

Key Points

Speed! Players accelerate from lines and make quick decisions

on where to go and make a pass

Heads up stickhandling

Communication! Eye contact before making passes

Drill is setup with one offensive player ( ) and one defensive player (
) about a stick length apart with cones to mark how far offensive

player can go back and forth (15-20 feet), offensive player is facing the
coach and defensive player has their back to the coach. On the whistle
offensive player moves back and forth, defensive player mirrors their
movement and tries to stay between offensive player and coach.
Offensive player calls for the puck when they want it and attacks the
closest net with defensive player backchecking.
Progression- have the defensive player try to keep play in front of them
and head on a swivel switching between coach and offensive player.

Key Points

Good stops and starts/acceleration

Defensive player with good stick in passing lane and stick on

puck when trying to defend

HCF 14U Week 9- Defensive 1

Theme- Defensive habits week 1. Collapsing coverage, faceoff responsibilities.

Corner Passing- Variations 5 mins

Mirror Shootout 8 mins
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Simple 3v2 game where defenders must remain inside the circle.
Forwards must remain close to the circle as well but can move a little to
open up passing lanes. Goal is to get the puck moving around for a
quality scoring chance. 
Progressions:

Shot can only be taken on cross circle pass

Can change up the number of defenders in a circle to focus on

offense or defense respectively

Key Points

Find a passing lane

Don't telegraph pass, keep your head up

Defenders- stick on the ice to eliminate passing lanes

The "Pocket": A slang term used to denote an area on the ice most
times referring to the slot or the house. Getting open for a pass in the
“sweet” spot in the slot – between the hash marks. 
Version B

1 (facing boards) have to work the boards to �nd a passing

lane to   2

1 is playing  1 on the defensive side.

2 is getting in the OPEN pocket for a quick shot.

2 (Optional) to play  2 with the stick in passing lane and to

be in support if  1 makes it to the net.

This is a quick play with possible rebound. Get set up quickly so 

 can throw a puck back down boards for next chance. 5-8

reps before switching.

Version C

Make it a 3 vs 3.

Key Points

"Pocket" man moves around to �nd the area, far enough from

oposition high winger and too far for the netfront defence to go

to.

Corner forward looking over shoulder for "Pocket" man for a

quick, hard pass on the tape.

Players play 2v2 in con�ned area. Designate which net each team
shoots at. Focus on winning puck and underhandling to get pucks to
the net.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOhkdUSTS1w

Key Points

Possess and protect puck

Find and attack open space

Gain defensive side position

3v2 Circle Game 8 mins

Find the Pocket Man 8 mins
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3vs3 or 2v2 (in smaller space) game where each team has a "Gretzky"
behind the opposing net that they have to pass to before they can
attack. "Gretzky" cannot score and must stay behind the goaline at all
times. Defending team can't pressure Gretz behind the net. If short on
goalies can play with one net and players must pass to the person
behind the net on change of possession. 
Progressions:

Defending players can pressure the Gretzky to force a play

Offensive team can activate Gretzky by conducting a scissor

move with him. Once activated Gretzky can join the game to

make it a man advantage. If the opposition gains possession

Gretzky must return behind his net.

Key Points

Players should not focus on covering "Gretzky", rather covering

the players on offence

A continuous game that can be 2v2 or 3v3, example is 3v3. Game starts
with 3  on offense trying to score.  are on defense, they are trying
to gain possession of the puck and move a pass to teammates on the
boards ( 1), when pass is made all 1 are on offense and 
transition to defense and try to win possession to pass to their
teammates  1 who would then be on offense. 
As soon as teammates begin to attack on defense, the next group moves
down to be ready to go. In this example when  1 attack, 2 step
down on boards to be ready. 
Progression- add a designated  point man team on offense has to use
before attempting to score. Have player move around to become a
better option. Also change rules so player can only pass, only shoot, or
do whatever.

Key Points

Point of the game is to challenge players to think about going

from offense to defense. Making quick reads to get in proper

postion depending on the situation is critical to success. 

Good defensive habits- D side of opponent, stick on puck,

eliminate time and space

Good offensive habits- attack open space, move to be an option

Small Area Game - Gretzky 8 mins

Nobles 10 mins
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